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Collective Bargaining
•

•

Faculty continues fight for equal voice
by Jean Ikezoe
When will collective bargaining beco~e a reality? This is
the question being asked by
teachers of the five Illinois
universities under the Board of
Governors.
Briet;!y defined, collective
bargaining is a negotiation
between organized workers
and their employer or e!l!ployers for reaching an agreement
on wages, hours, and working
conditions·: This is what members of t he American Federation of Teachers at UNI,
Western, Eastern, Chicago
State, and Governor's State
are asking for.
Last Monday morning, Dr.
Margaret Schmid, a member of
UNI' s Sociology Department
and Chairperson of the AFT .
Faculty Council - BOG, presented a sta tement to the Board
of Governors committee on collective bargaining entitled
"The Need For Collective Bargaining." In her speech, Dr.
Schmid started out by stating,
"Faculty interest in collective
bargaining in the Board of
Governors system is based on
real faculty problems all of
which can be addressed successfully only through collective bargaining. Of major concern is faculty compensation,
which has not only failed to
keep pace with the increased
cost of living, but has actually

l>rofessor Margaret Schmid is a leading ~ropon~nt f~r coll~ctive bargaining at UNI. She deplpres
th·e •·s talling tactics' that the Board of Governors has used to delay its passage. [Photo by Robert
Trahan]
models and procedures based enforcable form , clarifying the
declined in r'eal - dollars in
on a top-down chain of comrole of Loth parties in the
recent years, so that faculty
mand and the corresponding process of university governare literally paying a price for
assumption that all expertise ance, defining procedures to be
_continued service in the BOG
at the top violates both the
followed, areas to be covered,
system.
.
tradition of faculty governance · and so forth ."' Dr. Schmid then
She continued by stating the
in higher education and the
told of various cases at other
latest figures on compensation
realities of the distribution of universities where collective
and went on to state that,
knowledge and competence on bargaining is currently used
"Continuing erosion of faculty
our campuses. Collective barparticipation in governance
and urged the BOG to
gaining will define both faculty
and policy-making in the BOG
authorize an election to select
system is a major and growing and administration rights and
the faculty collective bargainresponsibilites in · governance
source of faculty alarm. The
ing agent.
and policy-making in a legally
increasing use of management
Recentiy Dr. Schmid dis-

cussed her - reactions to the
- . BOG meeting. She said the
1974 poll on collective bargaining taken on all five campuses
resulted in a 1313 to 244 vote
in favor of collective bargaining which showed a "reflecting
interest' ' of the members of
AFT.
"W·e feel, " she stated, "basically that they're stalling on
us, and stalling as long as they
can. They 're position seems to
be that it will be chaotic. We'd
like to be equal."
· " The Boards position is they
will not do it until they have a
specific enabling legislator, but
they're totally able to do it. "
Dr. Schmid pointed out "I
think we ' ve made a fair
amount of headway." The
BOG is " willing to respond to
u s b t we have a way to o."
She mentioned ·that another
hearing has ' been set for
Springfield
in
mid-March.
" They hold the meetings at
inconvenient times when we
have to teach, " she c.ommented.
Dr. Schmid concluded by
stating that the members of
the AFT were "not going to
give up" on the issue of
collective bargaining. "It's a
matter of how long it will take
before we finally get it. We
hope the Board will see the
wisdom of establishing collective bargaining in an atmosphere of good will ."

Elementary Education

Program heads resign from special centers
by Robert J. Kosinski
Three teachers from the
Department of Elementary Educat ion have annoqnced their
desire to be reassigned out of
their present positions in tD(l 01
department's teacher ttlu?
tion centers and into " full-tiihe 1
on-campus . teaching duties."
Frank Vogel, coordinator of
the
Urban
Communities
Teac.h er Education Centers,
(UCTEC ), along with Steve
Lapan, coordinator of the Suburban Communities Teacher
Education Center (SCTEC),
and Wes~brook Walker, coordinator of the Westside Community Teacher Education
Center (WCTEC ),
advised

their students last week of
are victims ot a type of
their decision to abandon the
" psychological warfare" from
UCTEC programs because of
th_e administration and theretheir " failure to achieve adminfore is "deprived of the type of
istrative support" for the proeducation that they come to
grams, especially from E~- · th~ university for."
mentm:y Education -Depart· Lapin and Walker say Stement Chairman, Humphrey · vims has approved a plan for
Stevens and Dean of Educathe programs which would
tion, Eldridge Scales.
· undermine their original inLapin, who was reluctant to
tent, such as the requirement
implicate any one administraof prerequisite courses.
tor at first, says, "We have
Stevens says t he prerequinot received the support from · sites are necessary for any
the department or the adminielementary education curricustration in our having control
lum and the explanation that
over hiring, the budget, adthe three teachers give for
visement and counseling, and
leaving the program is not a
scheduling."
legitimate complaint."
He adds that the students
"I conjecture, " says Ste-

...

vens, "and its only a conjecture, that it might be a
political
move
with
the
NCATE (National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education ) coming in to evaluate
for accreditation, to get more ·
support for the centers."
Lapan views Steven's handling of t he UCTEC programs
as being somewhat hypocritical. "There's a big difference
between 'testify' and 'behavior'. Dr. Stevens may praise
the programs and then his.
behavior is completely different."
The UCTEC program is
designed to allow the · elementary education student to ex-

perience teaching "first hand"
in his earlier years at the
university. That way, according to Walker and Lapan, the
student will be able to decide
whether or not he will seek to
continue toward this profession without having to waste
two years or'college study.
Lapan adds that in this
program about 80 per .cent of
the students are hired as
elementary school teachers as
opposed to 55 per cent who are
hired after completing the
standard curriculum.
But, according to Stevens,
"Their course load is much
lighter than ours."
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Music education has its day
T he first national " Music in
Our Schools Day" is scheduled
fo r March 13, 1975. " Music in
Our Schools Day" is a national
ob servance spon sored b y
ME NC , the Music Educators
Na tional Conference, to focu s
public attention on the goals
and processes of music education in the schools and to
launch our nation's Bicentennial observance.
The purpose of MIOSD is to
give heightened visibility to
the educational aspects of the
comprehensive music program

in American schools. Its goal
is to communica te and interpre t to.. . th e public the
educational aspects of music
education which, in the past ,
has had less visibility than
the better~known finished performance aspect. This will be
accomplished primarily by
means of in-school demonstrations of music teaching techniques and music-related activities in the total curriculum.
Music educators and members of the Northeastern
Illinois University Student

MENC chap ter, under the
guidance of advisor , MRS.
Marie McGuckin, will sponsor
an open house and concert . to
celebrate this National Music
Day. All faculty , students and
guests are cordially invited to
join in this coordinated effort
to laud our Bicentennial on
March 13th at Northeastern,
Room 121, from 1:00 -2 :30
P.M. Chapter officers Carol
Kyrias , President, Pat Roche,
Secretary, Steve Novak, Treasurer, and members will
particpate in the concert.

Fed. to cut off food ,stainps
SPRINGFIELD; ILL., Feb.
27 - Illinois college students
claimed as income tax dependents by their families may
not be eligible for food stamps

Free Calendar

Direct
From China
If

You Bring This Ad to

China Books
and Periodicals
210 W. Madison, Chicago
Books, Stamps, Cards
9-6 Mon.-Sat.
Free Catalogue
782-6004

under ~e~ federal regulations
effective March 1.
The Illinois Department of
Public Aid announced today
that the new standards prohibit students from participating
in the food stamp program if
they receive more than half
their support from a household
that is ineligible for food
stamps.
The change appli-;;s to any
student, age 18 or over, who
attends an educational institution beyond high school and is
claimed as an income tax
dependent by an ineligible
household.
The regulations are set by

CONTEMPORARY & TRADITIONAL

/oz

I

1nuJic.
'Zfo«z Wedding eezemOJt!f

PERSONAL REQUESTS HONORED
383-4914 - George

THE INDEPENDENT 'CLUBS have elected their
representatives to the newly created Independent Board which
will budget and set policy for all organizations who aren't already
under a specific board of control.
The election took place on Tuesday, March 4. The following
people make up the ten person board .. :
Pat Genards , Barbara Buchard, Karen Van der Veer, Greta
Lindquist, Walter Wilson, Bruce Cote, Elizabeth Campe, Mike
Newman, Dennis Chudoba and Pat Nelson.
Congratulations. At this brief meeting Mike Newman from
Veterans Club was elected temporary chairperson, until all
members of this board can meet.

•••••••••••••••••••••

There are positions in the Student Government and its
committee, Student Affairs, open to people who like to help
people. The hours we need you will be made up in your self
awareness, that you made life bearable for fellow students on this
campus. If interested join us. Call ext. 455

the U.S. Department of Agriculture and concern only those
students claimed as income
tax dependents. Other members of the student's household
can receive food stamps if they
are eligible.
Students currently receiving
· food stamps will be notified if
they fail to qualify for continued program participation
through the IDPA's regular
food stamp recertification process.
Students will have an opportunity to show that they do
not receive over half their
support from an ineligible
household. Those claimed as
tax dependents by families
t hat are eligible for · food
stamps may themselves be
able to participate in the
program.
The F ood Stamp program
allows fa milies or persons wit h
low incomes to buy food
stamps a nd get extra stamps
free. The stamps a re used
instead of cash to purchase
food.
Applicants should be prepared to offer proof of income,
medical expenses, costs of
-housing , including utilities,
savings, and alimony and
. support payments. Evidence of
school fees , educational grants
and loans, and mandator_y
payroll deductions should also
be documented. ·
These expenses are computed into a net income used to
determine eligibility and the
price of the stamps to be purchased. · ·
Applications
for
food
stamps are available at all
Illinois Department of Public
Aid offices.

.
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THE HARVARD COMPLEX*
The Havard complex is manifested off-campus by t he following
exchange:
H:,•··-, .-d Prof: Pleased to meet you, Dr. Smith, I 've heard
of Nm ~hwestern, fine school, fine school.
Northeastern Prof: Uhmph, I'm from Northeastern Illinois
University, that's a smalt unimportant, dull campus surrounded
literally and figuratively y the:eemetanes::of Chicago ; actually it
looks like a high s~hool.
Harvard Prof: Northern Illinois University?
Northeastern Prof: No, Northeastern, Northern is in the
Northern Part of the state, I t hink.
Harvard Prof: There's a Northeastern in Boston or someplace.
Northeastern Prof: Northeastern is in the Northwestern part of
Chicago.
Harvard Prof: Northwestern?
Northeastern Prof: No, Northeastern .is ~ r st of Northwestern,
southwest - it is symbolized by the initials UNI to clarify the
fact that we are not ,Northern IllinC?is.19 rftorr 8 •·
Harvard Prof: UNI? as in University?
Since even professorial bores tire after two or three e?'changes
of this sort, and since every professor at Northeaste rn . would
rather · be at Northwestern (Prestige
you know) ,1
Northeastern Prof usually permits the Harvard Prof, the U of C
Prof and even the next door dentist to assume the best.
At Northeastern Illinois University, the Harvard complex is
further characterized by the following preface: When I was a
student: when I was at Oxford, Harvard, Tokyo U ; no one knows
how to study anymore ; no one appreciates the academic
approach; the arts are dead; when I was at Northwestern, when I
was at harvard .. .
Why is the Nor:theastern faculty not at Harvard? Why do they
think they are not worthy, not smart enough, not talented
enough, not productive enough. Are they just not lucky enough?
When 28 people apply for the same job, the best man cannot ·
always win.
Since everyone seems secretly ashamed of his position at
Northeastern, he is also ashamed of his fellows, and participates
in every cutthroat opportunity to divide departments, refuse
salary raises, undermine new programs, wit hhold promotions. If
he isn 't going to make it big, no one else is either.
The Harvard complex is contagious,' carried on every back.
trecking between the Beehive, the Science building and the
Classroom building. Healt hy students come to Nort heastern
carrying their parents optimism that they can make a better
.world for t hemselves and their children. Students come from
jobs : hard, dull jobs. Their time in the classroom is precious,
t heir time in t he library often a miracle of management . They are
t reated as dolts , given busy work as t he only occupa tion
appropriate to their abilities, and sent home to despise their
parents accents and values. A t Northeastern they lose faith in
others and hope in themselves. At Northeastern they learn shame
and self hatred ; they learn the Harvaq:l complex.

th~

*Harvard Complex (def) an identity crises, usually serious but
with superficia'l characteristics of shame, arrogance, rejection of
others. (illus) I am in a little place, I am little; I am a prisoner, I
am guilty; or (op.) I am president therefore I am-good, great, ;~Jl
powerful.
n,,1 ,t
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Come j oin us at our extraordinary
50% OFF
giant paperback book sale.
Outstanding current and back list
titles from many leading publishers.
This is a sale Booklovers can't afford to miss.

The Staff
~hE .Print . is the campus
newspaper for Northeastern Illinois
Uni·, ersi:y . Published weekly , this
paper is pa,d for by student fees
and is largely the work _
of
N 0 r '. heastern students . Material
published herein is not to be
confused with views e)(prt:ssed by
the University administration . Print
is located in E-214, phone 583-4050,

ext. 459.

Editor: Robert Kosinski
Managing Editor: Jeff Clever
News Editor: Jea~ lkezoe
Arts, Editor: Tom Wolferman
Sports Editor: Pauline Philipps
8usin1::ss fvlana9e,: Ri~a Harrpa1<1
Photo .Ed:!or: P·aul Manda
Cartoonist: Margaret Drewko
Columnist; Mary Robandt •

Staff : Al 'Albert, Nancy Bartosch ,
Larry Brittan , Dave Dettman ,
Diane Dockery , Jeff E i nbinder.
Stephen F lam ich, Peg G - ,man .
Gerr i Leffn cr . Penn ie Lopins;<i,
Jef~ M ar k owsk !, St fvr:: ;,. c . ,. .ak , O an
Pea rsor., Anna rv1a r 1a Pez zet t a ,
Dante Plata, Mary
Robandt,
George Tafelsk i , George Tomaszewski, Robin Trilling, Robert
Trahan, . Doug Wid_owski, Joe
Wynn, Marco Pedersen
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Institute explores 'sexual evoll!tion'
by Diane Dockery
The Institute of Adulthood
will spqnsor two sessions on
sexuality in adulthood this
month.
The first will feature Ms.
Jesse Potter from the Chicago.

.based National Institute of
Human Relationships
this
Monday, March 10, at 7:30
p.m. in. the -Unicorn (basement
of the Classroom building).
Her topic will "trace human
socio-sexual development from

1
iluh ,J nflJ mq nim., 1!1,1nc!
, .0",1
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"Find the cost of freedom
Buried in the groU'ti~''.- '.· . "
.
J aforjmr 9ri ?<1 t. ·riod___, Crosby, Stills & Nash
Freedom isn 't " another "{vord'. :f& rloth1.fig left to lose". It's a
billion-dollar fantasy f;r B€opl~--who havJ 'a love-hate thing for
being "ti'&! down ". Since this describes most of us, every modern
medii5.:rrn vorks or plays with the idea of Freedom - and usually
· Srifu ~i s'·us even worse!
'.) ¼.n' 1d for Buick advises you to "Let Your Free Spirit Be your
Guide", and confides its credo (replacing "Buy One for America,"
I' guess): "Dedicated to the free spirit in just about everybody"
(who has impeccable credit or the price of a '75). Businessmen,
those stifled gopd providers , are cajoled to join the boundless,
boyish Freedom of Schlitz. Rock music fans escape the drudgery
of high school and pumping gas through the "true-stories" ofrock
stars whose wives, kids, managers, -press agents, lawyers ,
taxmen, and dope contacts are easily obscured by savvy
interviews that play up their "drifting, lonesome, ramblin' boy
ans.
Erica Jong's Fear of Flying has a heroine who leaves her
husband to trot -off across France in search of Freedom with her
irresponsible (until HIS family shows up) lover. She lies awake,
wishing she were an ordi~ary housewife, until she realizes how
many of them are lying awake, fantasizing the glorious Freedom
of a mad love affair in France!
Freud postulated that the stronger a taboo against an act, the
stronger the desire to do it is. Judging by the long green spewed
out on ads and in popular fiction, Freedom, as an abstract
fantasy, is even more seductive than the fantasy of free sex.
Runaway husbands, wives, and kids leave the same house in the
morning, t heir search for Freedom ending in popular movie style
(with a happier tie-up somewhere else) or on the police blotter
(like the 15-year-old prostitute-runa~ay strangled last week). In
spite of all t he modern freedom movements, or perhaps because of
them, a lot of people are feeling how Unfree they are for the first
time. For most people , the search for Freedom is too scarey , and
calls for some detours.
Advertisements are immensely attractive because they offer us
the impossible: the illusion of free choice without its problems.
Whenever real-life choices become too frightening, (as they
always seem to do), we can sit around and hotly debate whether
Brand X is better than Brand X. Unless we are very suspicious,
we believe we have all kinds of freedoms and choices. Most of
them are simply choices between standardized, superficially
differ•e"nt products. We pity the poor Victorian, whose class and
lifestyle choices were rigidly limited. Un\ess choice is tied to some
set of saleable products~ it' just as 'hard for US to carve out a
unique, individualized life ..style. You can buy already-bleached.
(!
-z:---... l . ~- , i!
,
t r
. l
h' )
and-ragged Jeans 1th rfactory seamstresses must die aug mg,
body decals, hanging plants, and a plethora of "natural" foods
and footwear as easily as the old folks can buy Moorish
Whorehouse or Early Repression furniture; or the Swingers can
buy Dentist Office Decor. If some "free spirit" lives on Salerno
Butter Cookies and Nestea, a week later there'd be a run on them
in the stores. This still wouldn't keep us from being
unfashionably lonely
people, or for potentials _and chances we ·
lost, or never had.
I'm not against the sear~h for ,Fr edorr1.;;. ~~ life:' has been a
consistently painful sf
to _;,., t- ill3: Jl,. W:~eh I was 12, I
caught my ~other at a bad time and lippe , "when I'm grown up
I'm only going to do what I want:' ' She replied, "When you're
grown up, you'll NEVER get to do what you want." The truth
today lies somewhere in between. We can't: purchase freedom
from fear , obsession , or dependency . Almost nobody gets to be
free without losing another kind of freedom . It hurts to stay a
kid, and it hurts to leave home. It hurts to be a loner and it hurts
to stick your Heck out. It hurts to be responsible for somebody
and it hurts to .cut somebody loose. It hurts to be ethical, and it
hurts to be self-serving. As Kurt Vonnegut says, "And so it
goes." ;Anybody who thinks otherwise h~s cut off the struggle for
reality - the only real Freedom we have.

!or

=

birth to young adult years and
through middle age," said Deb
Hunt, student associate of the
Institute.

crE;lator . and coo;dinator of the
program.
The Institute has offered
courses through the psycholo. gy department since January,
1974. Entitled "Pro-Seminar in
Human Development", each
section of the course covers a
different topic on the psychology of adults.

Joseph Poticha, M.D., will
speak at the second session on
Monday, March 17, .also at
7: 30 p.m. in the Unicorn. Dr.
Poticha is a Chicago physician
who will soon publish a book
on the sexuality of aging. His
talk will cover the physiological and psychological aspects
of sex and aging.
\
The Institute of Adulthooct ·
is an experimental and developmental program at UNI. Its
approach is unique among
adult programs in that it is
inter-generational. .All three
adult age · groups, including
young, middle, and late adult
years are studied.

A "rap group for young
adults who have separated
from their parents" will be
offered this spring one night a
week for approximately . eight
weeks, said Deb Hunt. Coleaders will be Hunt and Rich
J ezioro. The non-credit ·session
is "not a therapy · group,"
emphasized Hunt, "but more
like an encounter group."
The Institute also sponsors
weekly programs every Monday night at 7 :°30. The formal
is informal and consists of a
talk or film follo~ed by small

Dan Kuzuhara, assistant
professor of psychology, is the

group discussions. The benefit
of the meetings is that adults
from all age groups have the
opportunity to talk to one
• another about problems of
mutual interest.
A workshop on inter-generational communication will be
offered for the first time
through the extension courses
division in the summer session. The Institute intends to
sponsor this workshop again in
upcoming trimesters.
A newsletter published by
the Institute is available by
calling extension 664 or by
visiting the Institute in S-315.
Hours are from 10:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Information on membership in the Institute can
also be obtained there or by
contacting the office of the
psychology
department.
.
.

Students reorganize computer club
ter Science Lab facili,.ties for
improvements and better efficiency have been discussed at
a recent meeting. In trying to
help make the Computer Club
a self sufficient organization,
projects such as selli~g cards
for profit and obtaining work
from outside government services are being looke~ into.
The Computer Club is curr_e ntly waiting for its new

by Jean Ikezoe .

With a growing number of
students becoming interested
in fields related to computer
programming UNI has reorganized _the Computer Club. The
new Computer Club is in the
process of building a better
organization which will appeal
to a large number of students.
Lionel Roger Lopez, President of . the Computer Club
· said that "There was at one
time a computer club but
people lost interest." Because
of the lack of interest of UNI
students the club went into a
state of "limbo" ·mtil it was
reorganized this trimester.
The Computer Club, Lopez
stated, is "open to everyone
interested in learning about
computers and data processing. The club holds its meetings every Thursday at 1 :00
pm in room 3-056 during
Activity Hour.
The growing club, which
currently consists of more than
a dozen active members, has
made some · interesting plans
for the future. Three committees have already been formed
to explore and expand on ideas
. for activities and areas of
improvement. The groups are
in profit making, social, and
service projects.
Field trips to facilities of
Argonne and Allstate's computer section are being planned in addition to having
guest speakers who, could fur:
ther the members knowledge
of computer science and its
place in the professional world.
There are also suggestions of
joining such computer organizations as AGM (Association
for Computer Machinery) and
DPMA (Data Processing Management A~sociation).
School projects such as
creating a computerized carpool system for UNI and a
study on redesigning Compu1

•

.l

I

charter to go before the Charter Review Board for approval.
Using ,a 1969 charter, the
members of the club have
made revisions for what they
feel will be a better club.
Interested students should
contact faculty sponsor Dr.
Becker of Computer Services
or drop by one of the Thursday
meetings .

Want a change in y~r lwtchtime routine?
Go Chinese .:_ Ainerican dishes, too.
Lunch serve4 to an srndents at aU hours.

.

.

.3-!t J w. Bryn Mawr Ave.

KE 9-9650
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M~AT ~3-75 TE o
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Spring 1nd Summ« MCA T Compact Classes
Excellent Test Preparation
·
Voluminous Homawork Materiil
Limited Class Size • ·
Taped Leisol)I .for Reyiew or Missed Classes
Course Material Constantly Updated
lnnruetors Experienced in Your Test .

Most courws Mgin 8 wwk1 prior
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STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
2050 W. Devon, Chicago
(312) 764-5151
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(608) 2384489
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annou.n cements

-BODY TAL.I(
.

PASS/ FAIL - Students may opt for pass/fail for courses by
..- ompleting the appropriate forms in the records office the week of
March 10 - March 14. Students who opt for pass/ fail grade(s ) are
· not eligible to receive the Honors or High Honors notation on the
grade report form during that term or trimester, even if .their
grade point average is above 4.0. However, the student may
graduate with Honors or ~Iigh Honors. This option does not
· apply to courses necessary to tneet requirements in a department
major. For more information contact the records office.
A TRIP TO MEXICO CITY AND ACAPULCO for one hour
credit is scheduled for April 23 to May 1. The 7 day tour will
consist of two days in Mexico and five days in Acapulco for a
total cost of $319.00. The cost includes air travel, transport, and a
first class hotel with double occu,ancy. Sightseeing and two
meals a day in Acapulco will be provided. A deposit of $20.00 is
requested before March 15. For those who are interested please
call Dr. Harry Kiang, ext. 786, S-344B or the Nortown Travel Ser
vice, Chicago.
A FILM FESTIVAL will be presented on Friday, March 7 in
room 1-002 at 5:00pm. An evening of comic merriment with W.C.
Fields, Laurel & Hardy, Betty Boop, and others. Donations are
$1.00 for the program which is sponsored by the Revolutionary
Student Brigade.
CELEBRATE INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY with
WZRD 88.3 FM on March 8, 1975.
THE CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER is offering a Day of .
Renewel in Wisconsin this Sunday, March 9 for any interested
students. The theme will be "Global Awareness" and·the cost will
be only that of food and gasoline, which will be under three
dollars. Students who are interested can meet at the Center, on
5450 Kimball at 8:00 pm. Rides can be provided and everyone .
will be home at midnight. For more information contact 583-6109.
"SEXUALITY THROUGHOUT THE LIFE CYCLE" will be
the topic discussed in a two hour seminar at the UNI Institute of
Adulthood. The two sessions will be held on March 10 and 17 in
the Unicorn lounge. Both sessions are free.
THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT WILL PRESENT a faculty _
recital on Monday~ March 10 at 8 :00 pm in the UNI Auditorium .
A program of music by Bach, Kodaly, and Mendelson will be
presented by Don Moline, cello, and William Schutt, piano.
Everyone is invited to attend.
THE SPANISH CLUB is holding an organizational meeting in
room 2-094, Tuesday, March 11 at 1 :00 pm for all those interested ·
in forming a choral group to sing songs in Spanish. For
additional information call Dr. O'Cherony, ext. 8222.
PRAIRIE FIRE, two talented mus1c1ans and singers who
express the joy of people fighting for a better world will perform
at UNI on Tuesday , March 11 at 1:00 pm in the auditorium.
THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT ALSO will present a student
recital on Wednesday, March -12 at 8:00 pm in •the auditorium.
Gabriell Wojcik, horn, will perform assisted by Louis Shuey,
piano, with Wayne Wojcik, trumpet, and Gregory Wojik,
trombone.
TRANSCEDENTAL MEDITATION WILL BE THJi: TOPIC
OF A LECTURE AND DISCUSSION ON March 18 at 1:00 and
8 :00pm in room ~-108 . This lecture, sponsored by SIMS, is open
to all interested students.
THE WOMEN'S STUDIES BOARD of the Women's Studies
Program will hold its annual elections on Monday, March 17,
1975 and Tuesday, March 18, 1975 from 9:00 a.m. to 4: 00 p.m. in
t he Women's Center (C-524) to select new board members from
the facul ty, civil service staff and student constituencies of the
University Community.
There are seven available positions open on the board as
follows: two faculty positions, four student positions and one
At-Large position which may be filled by either faculty, civil
service or student nominations. Applications and nominations of
individuals for these positions on the Women 's Studies B<lard are
available in the office of Carolyn Goldstein (B-115), Chairperson
· of the Women't Studies Board or the Women's Center (C-524).
All applications must be received by · Carolyn Goldstein by
Wednesday, March 12, 1975 to be eligible for the elections.
To be eligible to vote on March 17 or 18th all faculty members,
civil service staff and students must pre'lent their current I.D.
card or tuition receipt from the Winter, 1975 trimester to receive
a ballot.

.

by Janice Kulp:,
Midwest Family Planning Allsn.

_
WHAT IF YOU CAN'T
TAKE THE PILL? PART II
by the Midwest Family Plan'ning Association

v,Ino ~rfj 91'9W
b~
reservoir en!,!,, l,u!'mtcawµ §~Ihwoil!Pne. Of the two methods,
doms minjµiiz~, ~µ,I)g •anq.,~re ;, ,condoms are more reliable
probably a better bet. Con- when used alone.
doms are now sold in colors
They may not be as conven. (red, blue and green), in ient as the Pill or IUD, but
addition to the basic beige,
they are sure better than
and are available in some running the risk of an · uncountries in plaids, and prints,
planned pregnancy.
Ideally, spermicides and
For more information on
condoms should be used togebirth 55>ntrol methods, contact
. ther since neither Il!,e~p.od J is , ..,Ji.be ~1Hf$'r st Family Planning
100% effectjve ) lVih@l u:;e~,- •. Apso~~\lf~ ~t 725-0200.

Ask most people about birth
control methods and they
usually mention the "Pill".
But what about women who
· can't take the Pill or who don't
like its side effects? In a
previous article, IUDs and
diaphragms were discussed.
This week's article will talk
-cl
about "Foam and Condoms. "
fri·iw
Mention foam and condoms
, ·~0tsn1 .'1 '.> •
to some people and they laugh.
l, [, biq a
"Using rubbers is like taking a
"{~/,
shower with a raincoat on," or
"Using foam is a drag and it's
messy. " Maybe so, but foam
and condoms are cheap, easy
to get and very effective when ·
used together.
Contraceptive foam (also
known as vaginal spermicide)
is a chemical substance inserted into the vagina just before
sex. The chemicals kill sperm
inside the vagina and at the
.. ~'!l"-·i ft.+" . ·::_,-;...- . :,. -:
cervix. Of the many types of
II • II
.
·-.-::
spermicides, foam (Delfen,
•/ r!
Emko) is the most effective
because it 'spreads more evenly
over the cervix and stops
sperm from entering the uterus. Creams and jellies are less
effective because they may
lump up and don't cQver the
cervfx as well. Spermicides are
widely available in drugstores
(on the shelf with Tampax and
Sponsored by CCAB & The Sociology Club
Kotex ), without a prescription. ;.-..-.-.-.-~.-.-.-.-,.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.,.-_,-,;.-.-.-.-.-.-.-~.-.-.-.-~
.
..-,:.-,;-,.-.-.-,;-.-,:. -•.,;,..-.-.,......
_,
Although the directions usual- ·
ly say the stuff can be inserted
one hour before sex, it's safer
to insert it just before sex, like
1/ 2 hour before. If the foam is
used by itself, again it's safer
to insert twice as much as the
directions say. Spermicides are
notoriously unreliable when
used alone and shouldn't be
u 88h
counted on as an effective
j
1"lq 00·
birth control method.
.
,
:J 10V
While spermicides are used
-,
in conjunction with condoms, I , .
together they are virtually
100% effective, as good as the
Pill.
FREE · Pitcher beer \\' _ med.,. pizza
Condoms are thin, strong,
rubber sheaths that are unrolFREE Pitchers
with lge. pizza
led onto the erect penis just
before intercourse. Condoms
OFF - any iuncheon order
have been around since the
17th century, when they were
sold only for the prevention of
VD. Condoms are still t he only
method, with the possible
excep tion of foam, that provides protection against VD.
Condoms are sold in drugstores but are usually behind a
counter. Remember the poor :
guy in "Summer of '42" .
buying condoms in · the local
drugstore. Things have chang- ·
ed in 33 years, but buying ·
condoms is still an ordeal for ·
many people, especially if it's .
the first time.
Condoms are packaged either in 3's or, in 12 's and _are
sold lubricated or non-lubricated, with either a plain or
;..~~~- f
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Come·d y colrege calls ·it quits
by Tom Wolferman
loped to inake money, but to
For Larry and ·Jim McManoffer a place for comedians
us, comedy is a serious busi"where they would be treated
ness . And their latest venture _ _fairly _!!~ wh~re they could
as struggling young Chicago·~ _..:oonlit mf- th.eir ....:-own destinies.
comics has hardly been a l9ad
We're the o~y workshop
of laughs.
) .9 noJfiowcH~e ~ B~E!uc ity, " he
Both Larry ( a former UNI ,r.,..efnph~s'iza~s •::w'llere1 a1scomedistudent who "took up running
an can come in, sign in, go on
after his wife between clasin appearance of when he signs
ses" ) and his brother Jim have
in, where they all pretty much
been running a brain child
have the same amount of
known as Comedy College.
time."
And after a brief but burdenIn contrast to Comedy Col' some two months, their fresh,
lege's equitable treatment are
optimistic concept is about t.6 . the competing showcases. In
be shelved for a more financiRi!'II earder to break into these
ly acceptable system of Jl§tif&g> 02 1p1ace ,9 M'cM'alftiY contends "it
comics to Chicago audiences.
matters who: likes you.~' And
Only recently comedy has
this could be the deciding
begun to flourish in Chicago,
factor in whether a comic gets
with such major nightlife maga golden 25 minutes in front of
nets as Pickle Barrel, Ratso's,
a fresh, enthusiastic audience,
and Mr. Kelley's presenting or only 10 minutes thanklessly
showcases for new comics.
tossing out jokes to 3 laughedBut according to the McManout people at 1:00 in ~he
us brothers, these showcases
morning. At Comedy College,
have done very . little to help
the time is sparsely rationed at
the underdog - the inexperiten minutes per comic. "We
enced performer who desperstarted this," McManus says,
ately needs the exposure be"because we wanted to make a
fore a sympathetic audience.
place where nobody was in any
Larry, who has professionally better position. If a_ person
pursued cometjy for a year ~anted to get on at a good
now, explains his Comedy time, he could come in and
College concept was not deve- sign in early."

Obscurely located above the
Kingston Mines cafe on the
threshold of Old Town, the
McManus Comedy College is
about to be evicted unless
audience attendance greatly
improves. Larry has just learned that the owners want to
convert the space to accomoda te _only the more polished
performers whose acts can
slickly guarantee crowds, and •
ultimately
money. The
result: No longer will there bea niche for a sprouting comic
to spontaneously test-run his
new material. In orcfer to
perform, he will have to
spotlessly already have his act ·
established.
The red tape that Larry was
attempting to snip through for
the benefit of comic newcomers
will eventually take its most
heartless toll on the novice
stand-up comedian, such as
Larry's younger brother, Jim.
As Jim points out, "You don't
have to learn to be funny, but
you have to learn how to be
funny on stage. People get
nervous. You know a _ lot of
these guys are real jokers
when you're talking to them,
but they get on stage and they
stand around and say, 'My

next joke is .. .' and it's not
funny. But if they'd jump
around, move around, it'd be a
lot funnier. I get that way
sometimes. I'm just learning
myself. " But now, with Come. dy College's eviction notice, it
is grim that any Chicago comic
will have a truly relaxed
situation where he will have
the on-stage practical opportunity to "learn."
For Larry, the close of
Comedy College represents a
sad and bitter mixture of
emotions. Though he has fairly.
good connections . with the .
other city showcases, and can
continue working as a comic,
he is angry that the Kingston
Mines owner was swayed into
· dropping his democratic concept in favor ·of a bureaucratic
one. He also fearfully anticipates that they will continue
using his label " Comedy College - " a term which McManus dreamed up and had copywrited long ago. " It's my own
fault," McManus regretfully
admits. " If I had kept tight
controls on the . people, it
wouldn't have happened. But
then we wouldn't have had an
equitable showcase. "
Last Friday marked what

"Steppenwolf explodes and
burns in image and color."

Explore inter-£aith cooperation
by Jean Ikezoe
r
How can religion bring
peace to the world? This is a
focal point of a new class being
offered in a joint project by
UNI and North Park College.

" Christian-Islamic Dialogue
On t he Concept of Peace" is a
special°non-credit course beginning on March 13 for ten
weeks. Dr. Asad Husain, Associate Professor of Political
Science at UNI and Dr. Elder
Lindahl, Professor of Philosophy and Religion at North
Park will be the instructors of
this class which will meet from
7:00-8:00 pm every Thursday
evening at North Park in room
C41.
~
" It's a community service,"

Dr. Husain stated. "The em-

phasis of the course is on how
religion can bring peace." Dr.
Husain also mentioned that
this class is unique because it
will involve both teachers and
students from two colleges.

anity and Islam," "Ways in
which Christianity and Islam
hinder or contribute to world
peace," and "Possibilities for
Jewish-Christian-Muslim
agreement on movements that
make for peace."

The class itself will be held
in a lecture/ discussion format.
During the first half of the
course relevant topics will be
presented to the students.
Guest speakers from Jewish,
Christian, and Islamic communities will be presented
during the concluding half.
Some of the topics which
will be covered by the course
include: "The Presupposition
and meaning of dialogue,"
.'!Meaning of Faiths of Christi-

Registration for the course
begins on March 10, from 6:00
to 8:00pm at the W'.lllgren
Library, 5130 N. Spaulding or
at the Carlson Tower Desk on
the first evening of class.
Registration fee is $30.00 and
text for the course will be the
Bible and Quran. For further
information contact the Associate Dean at 583-2700, ext.
342 or Dr. Asad Husain, ext.
8166 at UNI or 267-1204.

On The Waterfront

TH IS IS THE STOR Y OF A PRI EST WHO
SETS:.PU~y•TO SMASH MOB CONT RO L OVE R
TH~ NEW ORK WATERF RONT, , , AND OF AN
tl!!~T ICULfi:TE LONGSHOR EMAN WH O SLOWLY
BECOMES AWAR E OF W~AT HE COULD AMOUNT
TO IN THE WORLD, JAM-PACKED WITH A
ACHI EVED IN A MOTION PICT URE , IT SHOWS
THE LONGSHOREMAN S~!FT FROM AN "1' M
LOOKING OUT FOR ME ' ATTITUDE TO A
WILL INGNESS TO RISK HI S LIFE FOR WHAT
HE BELIEVES IS RI GHT, THIS IS A
REMARKABLE PICTURE,, AN INTELLIGENT,
SUP ERIOR PI E~E OF ENTERTAINMEN T,
W.INNER OF 8 ACADEMY AWARDS
~ TOP
GROSS ER AND ONE OF THE Jn REST OE THE
YEA R, VOTE D OUTSTANDING BY THE FJLM
ESTI MATE RoARD OF NATIONAL 0RGA~IZATIONS, A GREAT FI LM CLASSIC,
~TARRINr,
MARLON RRANDO
KARL f>1A LDEN
FvA MAR t F ~AIN T
LE~ .I' OBB

may be the end of an exciting
and profitable outlet for new
comedians. Though last week's
show ran well into the night
(McManus allowed everyone to
rim -as long as they wished, as
a farewell gift), it was an
enthusiastic blend of stand-up
comedy and often bright sa- ·
tire.
Complete with a comic who ·
played his nose, a hack magician named Dr. Sigmund
Fraud, a young comic's first
time ever on stage, an imiw.tion of a Montgomery Ward's
catalog, a playful poke at
Tammy Wynette, McDonald's,
and Durafab slipcovers, arid no
less than two outrageous impressions of Charo, the evening was hardly Las Vegas, but
it was sporadically funny,
often hysterical, and always
humanly real.
The death of Comedy College will undoubteldy stifle the
creativity of many. But as
Larry McManus says, " If I
can 't run a showcase fairly without all kinds of pressure
and back-stabbing - then I
don't want it." And the
biggest stab of all will be in
the back 's of Chicago comics
and audiences. For it's a sacl
day for Chicago comedy.

-Kevin Kelly, Boston Gl.o be

FOR
MADMEN
ONLY
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Joel Hall previews dance show at·UNI
by Tom Wolfennan

The foe! Hall Dancers gave
Northeastern students a unique sneak preview of their
material last week, ultimately
transforming the auditorium
stage into a mini-workshop of
rhythm and movement. And
though the presentation attracted a hefty-enough number
of rambling students, the basic
purpose of the lecture-demonstration was hardly designed
to fill another listless Activity
Hour.
The preview's main objective seemed to be to arouse
interest. For tonight, Joel Hall
, will premiere his newly-hatched dance troupe into an offcampus spotlight: the company will be performing at the
Francis Parker Auditorium,
(333 W . Webster), presenting a
near ninety minutes of jazz
dance.
It is jazz that takes in Hall's
major concern in regards to

techniques and ballet positions.
Hall, who attended Northeastern and is now teaching
• dance classes here, pointed out
that "it takes four fo" five · 1
. years for a \lancer"etc{tl:e~iw; . 'ml
•
•O f t!dd- ~
I{•, o l s:J
His suggestJf_on I ctirec
. t~r~
•
'19 fl .ut
wards
itching
prospective
dance students, was to enroll
in "any beginning dance
class."
Highlights of Hall 's lecturedemonstration included two
glimpses of one of his newest
blues pieces, "A Bad Case of
the Blues". The audience was
able to examine the piece as >iv •1
was performed £wici!: fi¥'st "as 1
barren exe~ci~et ehJarsal;' thmP 1
with full costu~e anci'compi~t~ I
lighting. Tonight's program
(which will run tomorrow night
at 8:00 and conclude with a
Sunday matinee), will include
this Donny Hathaway number
incorporated into a blues suite
with additional music by Dinah Washington, Bette Midler,

a

·The Joel Hall Dancers perform one of their many routines in the
auditorium.

dance. "We'd like to see jazz
as a real artistic form of
dance," he explained to the
Tuesday afternoon audience in
between demonstrations of
various warm-up exercises.
" We want jazz to become a

regular art form, like modern
or ballet. " By using the stage
as a rehearsal session for his
dancers, Hall.was able to carry
the audience into the beforeperiod of dance through display of a variety of. stretching

and others. ·As Hall explained,
"a piece tries to show a
distinct form of feeling. I was
feeling into a blue period."
Though Hall 's "blue period"
did set a mood for the audience
last week during the demonstration, many UNI students
collected enough energy (with
some undeniably roving persuasion from dance instructor
Marge Hobley, who just happened to be in the audience), to
come on stage and attempt
some exercises themselves.
With the added attraction . of
piped-in music, the workshop
atmosphere was quickly whisked away into a Soul TrainAWierl an Bandstand orgy, as
students became caught up in
the spirit of , dance, a spirit
.
,
.rru~
which Halls ~NUJj ~!:\l; 1epend
upon after tonig);lle;s,.llli"ewiere,
to epidemically swe!'l,P t!Pr.o ugh
the city of Chicago. (·For ticket
information, call 528-0435 ).

'Naughty' french farce at Little Theater
by Dan Spelvin
As of this Saturday you can
have a laugh at Northeastern,
for this is when the Stage
Player 's organization recklessly presents the Peter Glenville
translation of the Georges
Feydeau
Maurice Desvallieres play, HOTEL PARADISO . This mad French bedroom frolic will be contained ·
within the Little Theatre
through the Weekends of March.
The play is set in France

circa 1910 in the town of
Passy. It concerns the intentions of a hen-pecked builder
(Tim Frawley) who has designs on his next door neighbor's attractive wife (Eileen
Berger). The lady in question
agrees to the tryst, as her
business minded husband (Ray
Skowronski) shamefully ignores her, and the gorgon the
builder is married to (Jean
Einikis) is going out of town.
They plan to meet at the
Hotel Paradiso, a sleazy old

fleatrap run by a person as
sleazy as the hotel (Ralph
Navarro Jr.). With the aid of
his naive bellboy (Steve Fedoruk) the manager welcomes his
guests for the evening. They
include a tottering member of
royalty (Bruce Urso) and his
actress
companion
(Mary
Zentmyer), a deadbeat Turkish
schoolmaster (Scott D. Silver),
a respected yet articulate barrister (Charles Doolittle) and
his four charming daughters
(Molly Cavins, Kathy O'Don-

nell, Ann Marie Smulski and
Kathy Walsh), and an uninitiated philosophy student (Bob
Eichenfeld) out with the builder's maid (Diana Dragon).
Unfortunately, there will be
some unexpected guests in the
form of a police inspector (Dan
Pearson) and qis intrepid force
(Jack Baker, John Karbula
and David Margolis).
David F. Unumb returns to
the Northeastern theatre scene
as the director. He was last
seen in last summer's popular
FOR THE BEST

LSAT
MCAT
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GRE
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'Magic ,Man' needs a miracle
by JC Wynn
With lyrics like "Victoria, I
wanna see m(,re-of-ya" ; "THE
MAGIC MAN" will never join
the list of great musicals.
" The Magic Man " has in
DAVID COPPERFIELD the
strong drawing card need~d to
make it_ a profitable show.
Kids of all ages love a
magician. But, what family
can afford tickets at $5.50 to
$9.00? That's steep for a magic
show. Besides, not many people
are about to take their kids
and go poking around in the
sub-basement of a bank for the
FIRST CHICAGO CENTER
THEATRE.
Weak music and inane lyrics
aren 't "Magic Man's" worst
problem. These are compensated for by excellent staging and
a talented cast. The worst
problem is the script. Even for
a musical it offers nothing. It
is merely a vehicle for the
illusions of David Copperfield.
But, even' ' tqese spellbinding
manipulations and the master
showmanship of Mr. Copper-

field aren't enough to pull it
out of the bag.
The producers, PHILLIP
GETTER and ANTHONY D'AMATO, brought in director
Al Cairo as play doctor.
Doctor Cairo may have come
up with the prescription that
will keep the patient hanging
on for a while longer, but what
"Magic Man" needs, no doctor
can perform: a rearranging of
the skeleton. The problems
begin in act one when the
heavy drops in on the leading
lady like a ton of bricks. In
true villain fashion he comes
on with her by singing the
lecherous lyrics of "Victoria",
I wanna see more-of-ya.-Naturally, the all-American sweetheart sees through his clever
way with words and rejects
him out of hand. There goes
the main plot. How is the hero
supposed to win his Lady Fair .
away from the bad guy when
she doesn 't let the monster
seduce her? All that's left is
for them to save Daddy's
honor, kiss, and soar off stage
on a magic· carpet.

PREPARATION

"Magic Man' isn't totally
unsalvageable;
but
then,
where does one find an unemployed medicine man? Another
alternative would be for the
producers to be more realistic
and -move out of that subterranean vault and into a theatre
more accessable to family
audiences, and to adopt reasonable prices.

CALL 789-2185
TEST-PREP
7 SOUTH DEARBORN
CHICAGO, ILL 60603

presentation of "Little Mary
Sunshine" . Mr. Unumb has
called this a play dealing with
~ variety of sexual attitudes ,
and approaches. This is under- '.
standable since the Hotel Paradiso advertizes itself as a
place to sleep in security for •
people who are married, together or separately, with
rooms at all prices.
These sinful goings on will
be on display in the Little
Theatre starting March 8th
and will continued every Friday and Saturday through
March, including an added
performance on the 20th. The
show starts at 8:00 P.M. with
the ticket priced as follows:
Two dollars general admission,
one dollar for students, UNI
· students get in free. Tickets
are available in the box office
next to the Little ,;Theatre.
Don't miss this opportJ.!nity to
view this forbidµen exposition
of human passions.
• " Efficient Reading .
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Improving Comprehension

Pete's

is our specialty
Center for Effective

5053 N. Lincoln

Communication

Need Heip? ·
Alternatives
To A.hortion
233-0305
or 583-6109

.
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Beer Time

263-1980
St2.te appr~ved

RESEARCH
·Thousands .of Topics

stein
of beer
a

· $2. 75 _par page
Stlftd for y.iur up-tCHlate, 160-paee.
mail ordef catalog. Enclose Sl.00
to ~er l)O$ta&e · (delivery time is
l to 2 days). .
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Wanted :
Versatile ·bass player for jazz &
easy rock band, working soon.
F or Sale - 1 Sanyko Camera
Priifer resident of Belmont -Harlem
carrying case. Black, 12" long X
ar~~J or ·pr ctice convenience.
· 3" wide X 8" high, has shoulder-+,,
Cal11T o~ ! 8~9-6694, ''or J oe Me
strap ; in good condition. $12. Call · 7-11 34 iifti ? "'6.1 If not at home,
Paul, 478-1909.
please leave phone number.
Submitted by Karen Hull (N.E .
For Sale - Twin bed frame - $2.
senior 338-223) 545-2090
Twin bed ma tress - $2. · Lamp $2. Table - $2
Need help with beginning guitar
For fur t her · information call
class? Contact A. Soto. Phone
Dorothy, ext. 671.
348-9787. $1.00 hr. charge for
tu toring.

foR sAlE

foR RENT

Fellow Students,
r,,.., bG
If you should see me hitching on
Sublet 6 mos. (4 / 1/7,5.r tot, Irving or on Kimball, please pick
9/ 30/75 ), $295 .00/ month. Bi-level m~ up. I'd appreciate it because
ultramodern one bedroom apt. in
I've no cash left and hitching is
the Satyr building at 1221 N. my only means of transportation.
Dearborn St., 6th floor. Electric
Description: 5'11", slightly beardStv. and r€1'.,< d1shwasher, wall to ed, black hair, usually wears blue
wall ca~ eting. No children, no
down parka & brightly patched
pets, no water bed. Call the realty
blue jeans.
days (266-0800) or in the evening
Thanks, Paul
call 440-1496 and ask for Ted or
Linda.
Student tours to • 5 contiments.
Call Jim at 869-5497.

-WANTEd
WANTED RIDER(S) to New
York or Boston area. Leaving
Sa turday m orning , Ma rch 8.
Please call : 996-7672 anytime. Ask
for Amar.

Wanted - Two or t hree bedroom
apartment, or house, to rent in
suburbs close to UNI. Contact
Glen Kristner in the Library. Call
library ext. 465.

pERSONAls
Pauline:
So you'd rather do it than read
it? Hubba-hey! Hubba-hey !
ArtE .
Robin, ·
!HOP was a t reat. Love that
waitress and the cute menu. Real
class all the way. Next time we
can go to Burger King.
Your ol'
Newsy Editor
Printster group #1 :-- I hope you
all made it through this weekend
in .one piece considering the fact .
that we didn't go anywhere. See
you all next weekend !
Jean
Flash,
You were a great escort at the
X-rated movie and a nice person to
walk to the bus stop with. As
Print cutie #7 you're tops.
Newsy Ed.
Managing Editor,
I didn't want you to feel left out
GUtie, so I'm writing to say " Hi! "
Hang in there, we only have a
little while left before we find our
FREEDOM, whether in the
country or on Sheridan Road.
News Editor

· Jock ·shorts
The semi-fina ls of t he Men 's
Volleyball In tramurals took
place last T u esd11y. In the first · _
game a lmost a fu ll crowd ,
Deep Throat cu t t he M uh
F u gs to shred s (well a lmost) as
t h ey won 38-31. I 'v e been t old
t he · reason for Deep Throat
.su ccess of going into t h e finals
is becau se th ey are the only
team with a coach , w ho is n one
other t han The Miguel Sola.
Their true colors will sh ow a s
t hey play T he Zoo, who p layed
· t h e Ha~ 'ks T u esday fo r t he
sem s. 'PFi f14'h a d t he lead
t hro u g h o ut tfl1e gam e. Althoug h it got awfully close in
t he last seconds The Zoo kept
their cool and won it 30-29.

Karen Kirst :
Travel wit h me on a streetcar
named desire, and I guarentee
we'll go far.
Lustily,
William " Holding"

The works of J .R.R. Tolkein will
be the subject of Northeastern 's
Tom Hoberg on Friday, March 7,
at 8 pm . sharp at t he Palladion
Restauran t, 5035 N. Lincoln Ave.

Sorry I didn't pu t in your X-word
puzzle yet. I'll need if for next
week that's why.
Sports E d.

Meetin g fo r E n g li s h Majo r s ,
Tuesday, March 11 at 1:00 in
room 2-044

Dear Lenny ,
We love you . . .
Blue, Gerri and Folks

I don 't know if I'll make another
year of lay out. One t hing to look
forwa rd to is the 2 month vacation
without all the " work ." Unfortunately it's 4 mont hs away.
p

Robin,
Keep wondering wha t I haven't
been reading .
Pauline

***
Credits for work
oth er certified organ iza tions .
Those taking the cou rse will b e
required to p repare a p aper ,_,
th e n a ture of t heir work , t heir
aim s, objectives , a n d d aily
p roblems a n d ex p erien ces.
A nyon e having a summer
job in a ny of t h ese areas , may
have th e opportunity to ob ta in
3 hours of electi v e credit.
O t her possibilities exist which
may satisfy t h e req uiremen t s
of this cou rse. If your a r~
in terested, see Dr. W aechter in
the g y m office (ext480 ).

-

Recruiting is still going on
for the Men 's Golf Team. Any
guy who are still interested in
getting into the swing of
t hings should contact the
coach, Mr. Schimpf, in the
gy m office.

·Northeastern 1-Shirt

$2.95

soft hall

The w o m e n 's bad m in t on

To Cheryl Yabuta,
How does it feel to reach old
age??? Actually I just wanted to
say " Happy Birthday" to a close
friend . This year should prove to
the world that some Lake View
students really have what it takes
to live fairly sane and happy lives .
If I said " How's chemistry " would
I be pushing my luck???
Lots of love,
J ean
P.S. Wish Jim a happy birthday
from me before I forget.

iane Hangill is-4.-study in concentration as she lets fly with a
l~b shot. [Photo by Bob Trahan]
·
•

I

m tram urals are s t ill going on
(yep , t hey 've las t ed 3 weeks
already) . The leaders a s of
Wednesday are Joelle Buffa
5 -1 , Nanc y Bartosch 3 -0
Karen Kirst and Dotti~
W ojdy la both at 3-0. Hopefully
b y n e x t week I ' ll ha v e
somet hing ~n how the indiv isuals play, their technique and
style.

Sales Rep.
Wanted

Tennis Equipment
Now in Stock
i

We Pr.int on Anything

to handle
glider sales.

Call the

D I S T ~ ~ I V ~ f S SHOP
SPORTING GOODS

3417W. BRYN MAWR (NEAR KIMBLE)

FIRECRAFT CORP.
736-7050

7

Rita :
Merci bien pour !es petits
gateaux. Ils sont tres delicieux.
Vraiment votre F lash

SKI SALE
20% 50%

golf team

hadminton ,

Sorry I didn't send a card or call
to wish you a happy birthday, but
I assure you it was on my mind on
that day. I'm sure you had a great
time anyway.
The other
dingleberrie
P .S. Great news about t he job

D uring th e 16 week 1975
S p ring-Summer Trimest er, t h e
Physica l Educa t ion d ep artme n t is offering the course
83-203, Field Exp eriences in
Hea lth, Physical E duca tion
and R ecrea tion." This three
semester hour course is open
t o a ll undergraduate studen t s
at UN I. The course inv olves
practica l fi eld work in HPE R
in su mmer schools, p ar k ai s t ricts , set t lem en t houses, _comm u nity cen ters, d ay camps
swimming pools , and variou s

haskethall IM

The Women 's Soft ball team···
is s tarting t ry outs and condi- ·
t ioning on Monday , March 10
a t 2 pm. They will be play ing
12" fast pitch softball. Pract ices will b e on Monda ys from
2-4 a nd on Tu s da y s &
Thursdays from 4-5 . All those
interested should g o to the
first conditioning ses sion or
con t act M s . M ey er.
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SPORTS
Cagers close out ,e.~~on
by Al Albert
For the battling cagers of
Northeastern the 1974-75 season unfortunately has reached ,
its end. After 31 games and
many days of practice the
Golden Eagles finisqed their
season by losing a heartbreaker to Ferris State last
Friday · night, and their first
round NAIA District playoff
game to Rockford College last
Saturday night.

Gary Staniec floats 2 in over a Rockford defender. [Photo by Boli
Trahan .)
CORRECTION: From last week's PRINT dated Feb. 28, 1975 '
. (p. 7) In the letter 'To the Sports Editor :' under 'Jock Rap '
Paragraph 1, the 5th sentence should read: "The reason I say
'she' is because the author seemed to know most of the mens'
athletic teams and the womens ' gymnastics team, but neglected
the womens ' volleyball, basketball and softball teams. Also, the
last paragraph should have been changed to read: "I think the
next time 'anonymous ' writes a letter, she'd better get some facts
to back it up and be prepared to face the people she's attacking.

-

Women 's B-ball

lose to SIU
by Nancy Bartosch
After qualifying by taking
2nd place in the Northeast .
Regional Tournament 2 weeks
ago, t he UNI women traveled
to the U. of I. ChampaignUrbana for the state tournament last weekend. Showing
up with only 8 players, 2
managers and an assistant
coach, t he team caused a few
heads to _turn by surprising ·
7Lh ranked Illinois Central
68-66. Northeastern was rated
10t h of 15 with a season record
o 7-4. Being the shortest team
ii t he tournament with a 5'8"
c n ter put them at a disadvant -ge, bu t it was the accurate
h ee t hrow shooting that won
t l e game for them . Averaging
al ou t 51% for the season, they
hi L 18 of 27 (including 15 of 18
in the 2nd half) to ICC's 4 of
10. This was the most points

they scored all season with 4
players scoring more than 12.
SCORI NG: Kaspar-1 9, F oster18, Rozdilsky-12, Nicketta-12,
Serczyk-4, Harty-3. Half time:
UN I 33, ICC 34.
Three hours later , Guzik's
girls found themselves up
. against 2nd seeded Southern
Ill. - Carbondale. T hey played a good hustling game and
came within 4 points no less
than 4 times in the second half
but could n't hang on as SIU*C
finally won , 64-50.
Graduating Seniors · from
this years team include: Center, Linda H ar ty, Forward Laurie Foster, and Guards Pam Nicket ta , Ru th Rozdilsky , Kathy Sercayk , and Cathy DeFranceschi. On behalf of
the rest of the team we wish
them the b·est of luck in the
fu ture.

put the game -out - -of reach.
John "Bird" Waytula led UNI
in scoring with 17, while senior
_Danny Crawford, who was
playing .his last home game
netted 15.

'goint play that pulled the
Eaglei withm· 4 at 57 to _53.
However Rockford went to
their back-door play for some
easy · ~ayups and the Eagles
were eventually beaten 89-77.
Syd Sincock of Rockford talAfter being seeded no. 4 in
' lied a season-high 37 pts to
the NAIA District _20 Playoffs". ~ le1it:I-ttl).e victors. W aytula with
the Golden Eagles were paired
20 was once again high man
against Northerrr Illinois Interfor UNI.
collegiate Conference ChampiTo recap . the season the
on, Rockford College on Sat.
Golden Eagles made a strong ·
March 1 at Rockford. The
comeback. After winning just
Despite having to open the
Regents were patterned ball
2 of their first 12 preseason
playoffs the following evening club , who executed their patengames, the Eagles came back
UNI gave a great effort
ted back-door play to perfecto
capture
their
second
against the Bulldogs as they
straight CCAC championship
tion.
In
the
early
going
Rockrallied from a 81-75 deficit with
by beating St F ra ncis twice
ford dominated play rushing
2 minutes remaining to pull to
during t he last weel of confer.
out
to
an
8-0
lead
before
Steve
within 1 at 81-80. But with
ence play: The team finished
Kidd
finally
broke
the
ice
by
just 6 seconds remaining
with a 15-16 record and once
F SC's Lewis Garner, who - scoring on a short jumper. The
again m anaged to make the
Regents
continued
to
control
scored a game-high · 31 pts,
playoffs. Also of interest was
calmly sank 2 free throws that
the game i,1 the firs t half as
the fact t ha t center Tyrone
they built t heir lead to 15 pts
Rutues, forward Gary Staniec,
On Friday, Feb 28, the
and guard Danny Crawford
(37-22) before eventually takGolden Eagles were beat en by ing a 49-40 edge _into the locker
were named to the all-conferFerris State College 83-80 in
ence team. With Crawford
room at halftime.
their final home appearance of
being t he only senior in t his
In 1the second half UNI
the season. In this contest
years squad the team has an
attempted to ·comeback as
Coach Spin Salario · appeared
abundane of talent returning
Gary Staniec and John Johann
to . be leaning toward the
for another exciting season- in ----began to score from the outplayoffs as he ·used his substi1975-76. Great things can be
tutes freely and rested his side. Finally with 13 minutes
expected from the UNI cagers
to go Bruce Fudge scored a 3
regulars as much as possible.
once again next season.

Tankers float _season .out
by Sweet Deet
Last Saturday the UNI
swim team visited Rockford
College to close out the season
by competing in the 4th
annual Northern Illinois Invitational Swimming Championships. The Eagles got off to a
slow start as predicted high
finishers Mike Blaul and D~ve
Dettman messed up in the
-morning session while t here
pected high finishes by Rich
Briske and Steve Huber in 200
breaststroke as Briske set a
new school record .
John Stanonis seemed to
for tell a change in the afternoon s·e ssion as he took 4th in ,
both the one and three meter
diving. Blaul then proceeded
to take a third in his specialy
the 50 frees tyle and Dettman
won the 200 freestyle setting a
new conference pool and school
record . Briske then proceeded
to show he was no flash in t he
pan as he took t hird in the 100
breaststroke. Dettman t hen
came back to take second in
the
500
freestyle.
Dave ··
1:_hompson, Mike Payne and
. Kurt Karrasch all did t heir
personal best times as they
pl8:ced in t he top 6 in the 100

;

l'Y :,-c

i t'
Top: Al Alverez!- FraJ!_k Levesque, Dave Thompson, Dave
Dettman, Kurt Karrascli, Cent er-: Jim "Ironman" Carney, Mike
Pyne, R.J . Delaney, Rick Briske, Steve Huber, John Stanonis,
Bottom: Mike Blaul. [Photo by Bob Prisching]
backs troke and 100 butterfly
respectively.
At this point the UNI
basketball and cheerleaders
arrived t o lend some moral
suppor t for the final event, the
400 frees tyle relay, which while'
seeded 5th took 3rd · due to
some rowdy crowd support.

The swim team would like to
take the time to thank all the
fans who came to our meets
and t he timers who devoted
t heir time to us. "Also to the
coach , Tony Schimpf who put
up with a lotta shit, " as
quoted by Dave Dettman.

